
Unrivalled safety is now available in Australia & NZ with the Guardian EVERYWHERE Hub. 
Purpose-built for enterprise & government, the Guardian EVERYWHERE Hub will liberate 
workers with the ultimate freedom of reliable safety. Our purpose-built enterprise software 
and intelligent routing enables organisations to track and communicate with their teams 
deployed around the globe.

Guardian EVERYWHERE Hub is available with dedicated 
API integration for robust and secure 24/7 monitoring and 
local response co-ordination that includes a monthly testing 
program or on a subscription based GEOS only option.

MONITORING OPTIONS

Pulse provides a proactive health 
and welfare check of your team.  
It requests the user’s status – 
I’m OK or I’m Not OK. This tells you 
how many users responded OK, 
how many are Not OK and how 
many have not responded.

Create a virtual geofenced 
perimeter surrounding key 
worksites in order to safely 
manage personnel time in 
specific zones.  Entry and exit 
alerts from geofenced areas sent 
to predetermined recipients.   

Compatible with the Garmin 
inReach Mini, SE+ & Explorer

PULSE WELFARE 
CHECKS

GEOFENCING

The ultimate freedom of reliable safety
Guardian EVERYWHERE Hub

The Guardian EVERYWHERE Hub allows you 
to view a quick snapshot of your entire remote 
workforce. Color coded teams enable you see 
the current location of each member, or see a 
historical bread crumb trail. 

Contact your workers via a chat-style text 
messaging interface or, when equipped, voice  
text. View pictures and video, or hear geo-tagged 
audio clips from equipped worker devices.

Heatmaps provide historic 
location information to create a 
visual representation of users’ 
movements. Use analytics to 
optimise operation and identify 
productivity or areas of concern.

HEATMAPS
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The ultimate freedom of reliable safety
Guardian EVERYWHERE Hub

To ensure your team is always   
connected as they transition between 
networks, the companion App uses 
intelligent routing to determine Wi-Fi, 
cellular or Iridum network use. It is 
paired via Bluetooth with the inReach 
Mini, SE+ or Explorer to provide global 
connectivity and communications.

The App operates in standalone 
mode in Wi-Fi or cellular 
environments. For staff who 
remain constantly in cell cover, the 
Safeguard App has all the same 
features as the inReach companion 
App, viewable on the same hub 
with the same functionality.

PAIRED 
APPP S STANDALONE 

APP

Intelligent Routing technology provides seamless 
and dynamic routing of your communications 
in the most efficient manner based on available 
bandwidth among four network options—Satellite, 
Cellular, SMS, and Wi-Fi. Integrated within the 
Smartphone App, as well as within the Guardian 
EVERYWHERE Hub, the Intelligent Routing 
delivers messages between the App and the Hub, 
providing always connected communications in 
the most cost effective manner.

The Everywhere Smartphone App is an Android 
and iOS application purpose built for enterprise 
and government entities with employees on the 
go. The App operates in standalone mode in  
Wi-Fi or cellular environments, or it may be paired 
via Bluetooth with the inReach device to provide 
global connectivity and communications.

The App provides Everywhere customers 
individual and team situational awareness via  
a mapping overlay. In addition, the App provides 
chat with internal users and global text and 
email functionality.

SOS ALERTS!
Users in distress can activate a 
two-step SOS mode to summon 
emergency assistance.

SMARTPHONE APP

SEAMLESS COMMUNICATION

Allows your team to stay 
seamlessly connected while 
moving in and out of cellular 
service. Workers are reachable 
everywhere, whether they are 
beyond cellular or inside the 
office.

INTELLIGENT 
ROUTING 
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